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Abstract

All started with the invention of differential thermal analysis, DTA at the beginning of the 20th cen-

tury. The tool was qualitative in the measurement of heat, but quantitative in measuring temperature.

The differential scanning calorimetry, DSC, became popular in the 1970s. In certain temperature re-

gions, it could replace even the more precise, but cumbersome, classical technique of adiabatic calo-

rimetry. A large volume of quantitative thermodynamic information was accumulated. Both equilib-

rium and non-equilibrium data were collected. Unfortunately, the qualitative applications of the

DSC grew even faster and overshadowed the quantitative capabilities of measurement of heat. The

newer temperature-modulated DSC, TMDSC, makes use of the same instrumentation and seems to

follow the same fate, despite the fact, that it can distinguish equilibrium from non-equilibrium, a key

information needed in the thermodynamic description of materials. Seeing the growth of these effi-

cient techniques, one could conclude that all questions one might have wanted to ask in 1900 can be

answered now. A new question, however, has become important in the 21st century: What happens

at the nanophase level and in the description of very fast processes? Are we able to learn from the

past, or are we again to stay at the level of qualitative DTA?

Keywords: baseline, DSC, DTA, glass transition, heat capacity, melting transition,
microcalorimetry, nanophase, phase, reversible melting, reversing melting, tempera-
ture-modulated DSC, thermodynamics, TMDSC

Introduction (Phases, Molecules, and Thermal Analysis)

To understand the basis of quantitative thermal analysis, it is necessary to develop a

set of descriptions for phases and molecules that allows an identification of the mate-

rials to be analyzed [1]. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of the condensed phases as

developed on the discovery of the conformationally disordered crystals (condis crys-

tals), about 20 years ago [2]. The five solid phases increase in order from the amor-

phous glass to the crystal. All of these solids have practically only inter- and

intra-molecular, vibrational, small-amplitude motion. All incompletely ordered sol-
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ids change on heating to the corresponding mobile phase at their respective charac-

teristic glass transitions (a transition without a heat and entropy of transition), indi-

cated by the connecting lines on the left. In the melt, one can find all types of

large-amplitude molecular motion in addition to the molecular vibrations permitted

by the molecular structure of the molecules. The large-amplitude motions are charac-

terized as translation (positional motion), rotation (orientational motion), and inter-

nal rotation (conformational motion). The liquid, plastic, and condis crystals are

mesophases of decreasing mobility and increasing order. Liquid crystals possess

some orientational order, but no positional and conformational order. Plastic crystals

possess full positional order, but no orientational order and usually incomplete

conformational order. Condis crystals have positional and orientational order, but in-

complete conformational order. On cooling, the increasing amount of order on going

from the melt to the crystal leads to the various first order transitions (transitions with

a heat and entropy of transition), as indicated by the connecting lines on the right. In

certain cases the mesophase order may also change gradually without a transition.

Thermal analysis allows a classification of the phases by establishing the entropies of

the first order transitions, as marked on the right (ratio of the latent heat to the equi-

librium transition temperature), or by finding the changes in heat capacity during the

glass transitions and comparing it to empirical values of similar compounds, as

marked on the left. Macroscopic, quantitative thermal analysis, thus, is linked to the

microscopic molecular structure and motion.

All possible molecules are classified in Fig. 2 and connected to their possible

phase structures [3]. The large molecules (macromolecules) consist of more than

1 000 atoms, as suggested by Staudinger (Nobel Prize in 1953 for the development of

the theory of macromolecules in the 1920s). This definition was chosen since rela-

tively few molecules with about 1 000 atoms are known. Furthermore, once the

macromolecular size has been reached, most properties change only little with addi-

tional increases in size. Macromolecules cannot be brought into the gas phase. The
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the various types of condensed phases, their nature, connecting tran-
sitions, and thermodynamic characterization [2]



kinetic energy needed in the condensed state to separate such large molecules from

their neighbors for evaporation is so high, that decomposition occurs. The subdivi-

sion into rigid and flexible macromolecules is useful since only the flexible

macromolecules (often called simply polymers) may attain a high-entropy liquid

state without losing molecular integrity.

The definition of the solid-state at the bottom of Fig. 2 is a logical result based

on the discussion of Fig. 1. A melt can turn into a solid by lowering the temperature

through the glass transition temperature which freezes the large-amplitude motion.

Similarly, crystallization of the melt freezes the cooperative, large-amplitude motion

by an increase in order of the packing of the molecules. In both cases a solid results

with predominantly vibrational, small-amplitude motion. The glass transition occurs

usually at a lower temperature than crystallization.

A final point needs to be made. In the same fashion that molecules may range

from large to small, phases may change from large, bulk phases, also called

macrophases, to microphases, and finally to nanophases [4]. Thermodynamically, the

macrophases are described by the heat capacity, C H Tp p,n=( / )∂ ∂ and the latent heats

of transition L H n=( / )∂ ∂ p,T. From the heat capacities and latent heats the integral

functions, enthalpy, H, entropy, S, and free enthalpy, G can be derived. A direct con-

nection to the molecular motion is indicated in Fig. 1 and discussed further with Fig.

8, below. The enthalpy H is the total heat content of the sample, and S and G are a

measure of the degree of order and the thermodynamic stability, respectively.

Microphases are less than about one micrometer in size. For their thermodynamic de-

scription, the specific surface free energy, σ in J cm–2, needs to be considered because

of the large specific surface area of the smaller phase. For example, the melting tem-

perature lowering, ∆T, of lamellar crystals of microphases, as found for folded-chain

crystals of polymers, is described by the Gibbs–Thomson equation [∆T =

2σTm

o /(∆Hf'l), where Tm

o is the equilibrium melting temperature of the macrophase,

∆Hf ' is the heat of fusion in J cm–3, and l, the lamellar thickness in cm [5]. Flexible

macromolecules may be longer than one micrometer and it is possible that they can
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Fig. 2 Classification of molecules and an operational definition of the solid-state [3]



cross phase boundaries and cause strong bonds between different microphases, a

characteristic of many polymer samples. The final phase type, the nanophase is much

smaller than a flexible macromolecule. For a definition of their size, one can propose

that the surface effects cross the whole nanophase, excluding the existence of any

bulk material within the nanophase [6]. Typical examples of such nanophases are

semicrystalline polymers in which a part of the noncrystalline material exists as a

rigid-amorphous fraction with a glass transition higher than that of the bulk-amor-

phous phase [7]. The much longer macromolecules may participate in a number of

different phases.

Combining all the definitions of importance for the description of the condensed

phase, one can expect nine phases with three different sizes, and three types of mole-

cules. This variety of 81 situations is to be identified by thermal analysis. A detailed

inspection reveals that not all combinations may be possible, but at least 57 different

combinations can be expected, a sufficient number to require careful specification,

possible by quantitative thermal analysis [4].

Instrumentation (DTA, DSC, TMDSC)

The tribulations and successes of thermal analysis in the 20th century are based on

the work done in the 18th and 19th century using thermometry [1]. Figure 3 illus-

trates a schematic of the earliest thermal analysis equipment. It can be used to pro-

duce heating or cooling curves. The heating curve shown has the goal to establish a

phase diagram. Note that in this experiment the determination of temperature is al-

ready quantitative since the temperature is measured inside the sample. Its precision

even may be higher than in present-day thermal analysis which relies on measure-

ments outside of the sample container. The evaluation of the heat flow from heating

and cooling curves is more difficult. The heat flow over a small range of change in

temperature can be judged from Newton’s law, as written in Fig. 3, where To is the
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Fig. 3 Early thermal analysis in form of heating curves for the quantitative determination
of phase diagrams, based on Newton’s law [1]



temperature of the environment and K is a constant. The heating rate, dT/dt is a linear

function of the temperature difference. During melting, the temperature is constant,

as for example at the eutectic temperature, Te. The heat flow is now due to the latent

heat and dQ can be determined, as shown in the figure. Both, information on the heat

capacity and on latent heat can be extracted by calibration of K.

Figure 4 illustrates the first step toward the solution of the difficult calibration

problem. It became possible at the beginning of the 20th century by the development

of differential thermal analysis, DTA [8]. Two different measurements are made si-

multaneously, approximately separating the effect of the sample from the environ-

ment by determining ∆T, the difference in temperature between reference, r, and

sample, s, as a function of temperature, T, and time, t. A typical DTA trace, taken

many years later, is shown in Fig. 5. In the fingerprinting technique, the transition

temperatures are determined for characterization. Again these temperatures were

quantitative because the thermocouple could be placed in the sample. Now, calibrat-
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Fig. 4 Early 20th century DTA as developed by Kurnakov in 1904 [1]

Fig. 5 Qualitative DTA used for ‘fingerprinting’ to characterize materials, in this case
poly(ethylene terephthalate) [1]



ing the area of a ∆T vs. T, or better ∆T vs. t plot to obtain quantitative heat-flow rates

is easier, but still separate runs under identical conditions were needed for calibra-

tion. A three-run technique was developed which is still necessary today for quantita-

tive measurements [9]. This calibration was, however, not always precise until the sam-

ple mass could be reduced to about 10 mg or less, so that container and sample would not

differ much in temperature and the thermometer could be placed outside of the sample

container and, thus, the heat measurements are more reproducible from run to run. This

new type of DTA was called a differential scanning calorimeter, DSC [10].

A further advance in the DSC began with the commercial development of a tem-

perature-modulated DSC, TMDSC [11]. Figure 6 illustrates a modern DSC, capable of

temperature modulation. Two modes of calculations for the specific heat capacity are

given by the boxed equations. The measurement in the DSC mode is identical to the

old DTA analysis. Figure 7 illustrates on the left the change in sample, reference, and

block temperatures, Ts, Tr, and Tb, respectively. As soon as steady state is achieved, af-

ter about 100 s, the DSC result can be computed based on the linearity of Newton’s law

of Fig. 2. The difference in temperature, ∆T = Tr – Ts, is proportional to the heat-flow

rate. The calibration is done by the three-run method, as before. The remaining uncer-

tainties involve the temperature gradient within the sample and the differences in the

slopes of the three temperatures with time because of changes in heat capacities. The

first uncertainty is small for the measurement of heat capacity, but becomes excessive

during the absorption or evolution of large latent heats during transitions.

Special methods are available to establish the latent heat via the ‘base-

line-method’ [1], the kinetics of the transitions, however, cannot be determined with

a fixed heating rate because of excessive instrument lags during sharp transition

peaks [12]. The second part of the DTA or DSC equation in Fig.6 corrects for the

changes in cp and does not need additional measurement. Unfortunately, this small

correction is usually omitted in commercial software.

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 6 Modern DSC as developed by T. A. Instruments Inc. in 2001, capable of perform-
ing temperature-modulated DSC [11]



The second mode of measurement is that of the TMDSC. A sinusoidal change

temperature is superimposed on the underlying standard DSC, as indicated in the

right curves of Fig. 7. Naturally, forming a sliding average over one sinusoidal modu-

lation period, p, yields the shown underlying changes in temperature. These cause the

underlying heat-flow-rate responses through ∆T and can be used, as in the standard

DSC, for calculation of the total heat capacity. As long as the calorimeter, including

the sample, remains at steady state and has a linear response during all the changes in

heating rates, an analogous averaging as done with the sample temperature can be

used to deconvolute the underlying heat-flow rate and the reversing heat-flow rate

[13]. This process allows to calculate the reversing heat capacity in addition to the to-

tal heat capacity, as shown in Fig. 6. The temperature difference ∆T is replaced by the

amplitude of the temperature difference A∆, and the heating rate q ≈ dTs/dt is replaced

by ATsω, the amplitude of the heating rate with ω representing the frequency in units

of 2π/p. Both amplitudes are usually found by fitting a Fourier series to the signals.

The calibration constant K is again determined by the three-run method, and the

square-root expression indicates the change with frequency. In the usual case that

steady state is lost, it is best to treat τ as a second parameter and establish its value by

measuring at different frequencies [14]. At high frequencies, τ becomes dependent

on frequency ω itself. With well established values of τ a precision of ±0.1% in heat

capacity could be reached [15].

Reversible heat capacity and latent heat contributions give the same results in

standard DSC and TMDSC. If there is an irreversible response, the two are different

and need to be studied, as will be discussed below. A note to nomenclature: It is use-

ful to apply the term ‘reversing’ to the raw data from the modulated response. These

may still need to be corrected for effects caused by irreversible processes or for errors

in the method of deconvolution. The term ‘reversible’ is to be used only after the data

analysis has shown that true, thermodynamic reversibility exists.

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 7 Computed temperatures in a DSC and TMDSC and the corresponding response



Standard and Temperature-modulated Calorimetry (Run
Parameters and Analyses)

For the standard DSC the run parameters were mentioned in the previous section. An

extensive number of applications have been described [16], and a special summary of

selected quantitative analyses has been presented [17]. In Fig. 8, an example of the

analysis of the heat capacity of polyethylene is given, based on adiabatic calorimetry

and standard DSC methods [18,19]. The top curve represents the normal mode spec-

trum of the vibrations of crystalline polyethylene. The left portion accounts for the

skeletal vibrations that include all intermolecular vibrations and the bending and tor-

sional vibrations of the C–C-backbone. Their contribution to the heat capacity is

shown in the bottom curve after fitting to the low-temperature heat capacity with an

appropriate Tarasov function (for information see the ATHAS Data Bank [20]). At

room temperature, these skeletal vibrations are fully excited. The larger number of

group vibrations contributes little to the heat capacity at low temperature, but account

for most of the increases in Cp at higher temperature. Adding both contributions and

changing from the heat capacity at constant volume (Cv to Cp), the total heat capacity

is calculated. It agrees with the experimental data up to about 250 K. Above this tem-

perature large-amplitude motion involved in the equilibrium of the gauche defects

becomes active, as can be deduced from the small increase in heat capacity beyond

the calculated total Cp. By computer simulation, it could be determined that the

gauche defects had a lifetime of about one picosecond (10–12 s) and their concentra-

tion reaches about 2% at the melting temperature (414.6 K) [21, 22]. The ATHAS

Data Bank contains such information on more than 100 polymer and links molecular

motion to heat capacity [20]. Of special value is the observation of the beginning of

large-amplitude motion. It is connected with the mechanical properties of the poly-

mers. For glassy polyethylene a similar increase in heat capacity as seen in Fig. 8 is

observed starting at about 120 K, below the major portion of the glass transition at

237 K. It has also been linked to localized gauche-trans equilibria. Such analyses of

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 8 Densities of vibrational states in solid polyethylene and the connection to heat capacity [19]



the heat capacity give a quantitative baseline for an analysis of the changes of the

properties of the polymers with temperature and ultimately permit quantitative sepa-

ration of latent heat effects from Cp.

Figure 9 illustrates a simple calibration trace using a sharply melting standard

with a temperature difference between the end of melting and the beginning of melt-

ing of, perhaps, 1–3 K. In the indicated case, a linear connection between the begin-

ning and end of melting is sufficient to quantitatively evaluate the peak area in terms

of the latent heat by the baseline method, which consists of an integration of the

heat-flow rate over time [9]. The slope of the line from the peak to the onset of melt-

ing in such a plot of ∆T vs. time should be equal to the heating rate q if no undue lags

exist. In the shown plot of ∆T vs. temperature of the sample, the slope is due to the lag

of the calorimeter and is often used for an approximate lag correction, although the

lag will change somewhat with the nature of the sample. The extrapolated onset of

melting is a good approximation of the equilibrium melting temperature. In this way,

both, temperature and latent heat can be calibrated or measured quantitatively.

In case the melting occurs over a much broader temperature range, let us say 20

to 100 K, as is common for semicrystalline polymers, the baseline must be consid-

ered in terms of its detailed heat capacity components arising from the solid and melt.

Figure 10 contains a schematic drawing of a baseline in terms of the heat capacity.

The apparent heat capacity Cp

# is the sum of the thermodynamic heat capacity and the

effect of the latent heat. The fractions indicate the amounts melted in terms of the la-

tent heat absorbed, which can be expressed as the changing crystallinity, wc. In addi-

tion to the change of the heat capacity with temperature, the heat of fusion itself

changes with temperature, as indicated by Eq. (1) in Fig. 10. Equation (2) is then the

description of the apparent heat capacity, Cp

# . Finally, Eq. (3) eliminates Cpc as a vari-

able for an easy calculation of wc, using only the measured curve for Cp

# , the extrapo-

lation of Cpa from measurement above the melting point to the temperature of inter-

est, and the data for the change of the latent heat with temperature, as given in the

ATHAS Data Bank [20].

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 9 Quantitative data on melting temperature and heat of fusion (latent heat) [1]



The large volume of quantitative information gained by DSC is now to be ex-

tended by the use of TMDSC. A number of additional parameters need to be consid-

ered for quantitative determination of the reversing and reversible heat-flow rates

[23]. Figure 11 shows a summary of five basic segments out of which a periodic

change in temperature can be generated. For the simple modulation of Fig. 7, identi-

cal sinusoidal segments were combined with a positive ramp of increasing tempera-

ture. The center curve in Fig. 11 illustrates a simple addition of positive and negative

ramps for sawtooth modulation. Such modulation can be described by a sum of sinu-

soidal, odd-numbered Fourier harmonics with decreasing amplitudes. Each of the

harmonics can be treated as indicated in Fig. 6, i.e., one can conduct simultaneously a

number of experiments with different frequencies, ω [24] as illustrated in Figs 19 and

20, below. Similarly, the step-wise heating and cooling as represented at the bottom

of Fig. 11 and any other periodic function can be separated into a series of sinusoidal

harmonics and used in frequency dependent TMDSC. Figure 12 illustrates a complex

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 10 Quantitative determination of the crystallinity as a function of temperature

Fig. 11 Types of modulation for TMDSC



sawtooth and its harmonics that are useful because of its ease of programming out of

14 linear segments. Its advantages lie in the similar amplitudes of the different har-

monics and the limited number of harmonics which represent almost the complete

programmed signal. For a sufficiently long first harmonic period, it is even possible

to use the linear segments for evaluation with the standard DSC technique.

The analysis of a sinusoidal harmonic is illustrated in Fig. 13 for the

heat-flow-rate amplitude, A∆. An identical treatment can be used for the modulated

temperature, ATs. Curve C is the reversing heat-flow-rate response after subtracting

the underlying effect (B) from the recorded curve (A). Curves A and B are not shown.

A detailed discussion and a spread-sheet program for such analysis are available [13,

25]. Curves D and E are the two components of C which define the phase difference

from the sample temperature, F and G identify the amplitudes of the respective com-

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 12 Complex sawtooth modulation and the harmonics for the Fourier series describ-
ing the modulation [14]

Fig. 13 Analysis of a single, sinusoidal modulation with a jump in irreversible contribu-
tion at 300 s into the experiment



ponents and can be used to establish the amplitude A∆ which is often further

smoothed to yield the TMDSC output for A∆, curve I. Some 300 s into the experiment

an irreversible heat-flow rate of the enormous amount of 50% is added, simulating a

shift in the baseline as may be caused by a major change in the purge gas pressure, a

constant chemical reaction, shift in the sample, deformation of the sample pan, etc.

Curves H and I illustrate that there is only a small, temporary disturbance in the re-

versing heat-flow-rate amplitude. After a short time, the reversing signal has reached

its old value, indicating that the shift is not reversible. For the time period immedi-

ately preceding and following the disturbance, the deconvolution by averaging over

one modulation period is not stationary, i.e., the reversing heat-flow rate, not being

sinusoidal, does not give a zero contribution to the total heat-flow rate, as was as-

sumed above. This nonstationary response will cause problems in the analysis of melt-

ing by TMDSC. Curve C as plot of time, however, allows a full analysis of the change

of the calorimeter response. Figure 14 illustrates a more gradual irreversible change as

one may find during irreversible sublimation or a slowly increasing chemical reaction.

The upper curves come from a linear increase, beginning at 250 s, the lower ones from

an exponential increase, beginning at time zero. The reversing response is showing

practically nothing of the growing irreversible effect, suggesting that reversible effects

such as heat capacities can still be measured with reasonable precision in the presence

of large, irreversible processes as long as stationarity is preserved.

After enumerating the various tribulations caused by the need for proper calibra-

tion and observation of linear response, steady state, temperature gradients, thermal

resistance, stationarity, and instrument lag that need to be overcome to do quantita-

tive DTA, DSC, and TMDSC, a brief accounting will be given next for the new suc-

cesses of TMDSC of solid polymers. A full accounting of this topic is available [26].

From this discussion, one can conclude that quantitative TMDSC created more tribu-

lations than DSC, but yields also additional great successes.

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 14 Separation of a linear and an exponential irreversible contribution from the revers-
ing signal (upper and lower curves, respectively)



Melting, Heat Capacity, and Glass Transitions

A textbook example of a TMDSC trace is poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET. Figure 15

shows the raw data of an initially amorphous sample of PET similar to the simple fin-

gerprint in Fig. 5. The top curve displays the change in heat-flow rates during the glass

transition, cold crystallization, reorganization, and melting. The bottom curve shows

the modulated heating rate, chosen such that the sample is never cooled, i.e., crystalli-

zation can never be induced by cooling. Thus, such modulations with underlying, lin-

ear heating rates that match the modulation during the cooling cycle avoid any possible

reversible crystallization of the sample after melting. Any exotherm observed, as in

Fig. 15 between 470 and 530 K, must then arise from irreversible processes.

The first observation in Fig. 15 is that in the melting region from 500 to about

530 K the heating rate does not follow the program which means, the interpretation

of the data in this temperature range is questionable. Second, the cold crystallization

is almost completely separated from the reversing signal. It is fully irreversible since

the crystallization rate is nearly constant during the changing temperature and for the

analysis, the beginning and end of the crystallization are sufficiently gradual to be

treated as stationary (Figs 13 and 14). Figure 16 depicts the analysis results for the to-

tal, reversing, and nonreversing apparent heat capacity.

The reversing heat capacity was calculated as were the curves labeled I in Figs

13 and 14. The total heat-flow rate is approximated by the sliding average, described

above and should be equal to the standard DSC result as long as the deconvolution

from the reversing contribution is complete, i.e., the overall response is stationary.

The curve labeled non-reversing is the difference between the total and the reversing

heat-flow rate and is not based on additional measurement.

In Fig. 16, the small enthalpy relaxation in the glass transition region of PET

shows better in the non-reversing heat-flow rate, and the increase of the heat capacity

due to the glass transition in the reversing heat capacity, as expected from their dif-

ference in time scale. Additional information about this separation and the irrevers-

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 15 Example TMDSC trace for poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET



ibility of the glass transition itself will be mentioned in the discussion of Figs 22–24,

below. Furthermore, the reversing and total heat capacities below 340 K and above

540 K are identical, i.e., they are fully reversible and expected to represent the ther-

modynamic heat capacity. The melting curve is, however, quite surprising. The poly-

mer melting should be fully irreversible, but the reversing heat-flow rate is larger

than the total. This makes the irreversible melting exothermic. Is this an indication of

irreversible recrystallization and can it be quantitatively assessed? Before resolving

this problem, it is of importance to remember that the heating rate did not quite fol-

low the program because of instrument lags and that there is a good chance that both,

the heating rate (a) and the heat-flow rate (b) are not stationary, causing errors on

devonvolution into reversing and total rates.

A TMDSC analysis of indium is reproduced in Fig. 17. Indium is known to melt

reversibly within at least ±0.05 K when in the presence of crystal nuclei. The

heat-flow rate, Φ(t), reveals the first melting as a minor peak at position 1, followed

by immediate recrystallization at 1’. In the subsequent cycle, the melting progresses

to larger amounts before reversing the latent heat flow. The almost straight line be-

tween the melting and crystallization peaks is a measure of the instrument lag. Only

after melting peak 7 are all crystals changed to liquid, and on cooling, no immediate

crystallization occurs since there are no more nuclei are left. A supercooling of about

1.0 K is necessary before crystallization peak 7’ appears. Of interest are also the devi-

ations of the sample temperature shown at the bottom of Fig. 17. The sinusoidal mod-

ulation is interrupted in the melting range. During the melting and crystallization cy-

cles, the sample temperature stays at Tm, and consequently, the measured temperature

deviates strongly from the sinusoidal program, also shown in the figure.

The analysis of the first harmonic of the heat-flow rate is presented in Fig. 18. It

cannot give quantitative information because of the loss of stationarity. The

heat-flow rate is repeated as in Fig. 17 as the curve labeled Φ(t). The total heat-flow

rate, <Φ(t)>, is spread with small contributions at the time of each melting and crys-

tallization peak. The major portion of the total latent heat between 103 and 104 min is

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 16 Analysis of the data of Fig. 15



broadened and not quantitative due to the averaging during the analysis. A better

melting peak is seen in Figs 17 and 18 as peak 7 or 8, but must be separated from the

sinusoidal baseline and then analyzed as shown in Fig. 9 or Fig. 10. The amplitude of

the first harmonic of the heat-flow rate, <Aφ>, is influenced equally during melting

and crystallization, i.e., due to each melting and crystallization cycles a latent heat is

registered so that its area is many times that of <Φ(t)>, explaining qualitatively the

larger reversing heat-flow rate for PET in Fig. 16. The conclusion that most of the re-

versing melting seen in Fig. 16 is actually irreversible, i.e., a given material melts and

recrystallizes at different temperatures was drawn from quasi-isothermal experi-

ments, similar to the ones shown for polyethylene in Figs 25 and 26, below [26].

They have shown that much, but not all, of the reversing melting is caused by errors

in the data evaluation.

The question of handling of the empirical correction of frequency dependence

of the heat capacity by TMDSC listed in Fig. 6 is illustrated with Figs 19 and 20 [27].

J. Therm. Anal. Cal., 78, 2004
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Fig. 17 Response of a TMDSC to the reversible melting of indium

Fig. 18 Analysis of the data of Fig. 17



Figure 19 shows the heat capacities of a poly(ethylene-co-octene), also known as lin-

ear, low-density polyethylene, and the calibrant sapphire (Al2O3) as a function of the

period of modulation. The data are calculated using the equation of Fig. 6 without

considering the square root, as is often suggested in the instrument manuals. Only

with periods above about 200 s is the response independent of frequency. In Fig. 20

the data are plotted, so that their slopes give the value of τ. Up to a squared frequency

of 0.2, which corresponds to a period, p, of about 15 s, τ is constant, as is expected if

steady state, linearity, and stationarity are maintained [13], but even at higher fre-

quencies corrections can be made if the function of τ is known. Since τ is different for

sample and calibrant, a simple correction by measurement of sample and calibrant at

the same frequency is not sufficient. Taking all precautions just discussed, heat ca-

pacities can be measured with TMDSC with higher precision than with DSC [15].
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Fig. 19 Frequency dependence of a quasi-isothermal TMDSC analysis using three simple
sawtooth modulations with the listed periods. The evaluation made use of the 1st,
3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th harmonics

Fig. 20 Evaluation of the constant τ for the equation in Fig. 6 that is represented by the
slope of the shown curves



Measurements and analyses in the glass transition region were made for amor-

phous polystyrene, PS, and semicrystalline PET [28–32]. Figure 21 shows the raw

data and an enlarged plot of the analyzed results [32]. It looks as if the hysteresis and

the glass transition response can be separated, as was already mentioned for PET in

Fig. 16. Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the changes of the non-reversing and the revers-

ing heat capacity in the glass transition region on samples with different thermal his-

tories. From Fig. 23 it can be concluded that different thermal histories yield a differ-

ent reversing glass transition kinetics at the same analysis frequency. Only if this

(small) dependence of the kinetics on the thermal history is neglected, a separation of

the two effects can be attempted. Naturally this separation will give results depend-

ing on the modulation frequency as well as on the thermal history. Furthermore, by

using simple models of the glass transition, it became clear that the first harmonic

used for the analysis is not a quantitative representation of the overall response of the

sample. By not considering higher harmonics, the non-reversing heat capacity con-

tains some of these reversing effects. A simple hole model for the glass transition, as

suggested by Hirai and Eyring for example [33], using first-order kinetics, was devel-

oped a number of years ago [34]. It is too simple to represent the glass transition

quantitatively, mainly because of the missing cooperativity [35]. It, however, has

been used to use the experimental first harmonic to calculate the actual kinetics, in-

cluding all terms of the Fourier series for the model. This calculation yields the num-

ber of high-energy conformations in a TMDSC cooling experiment, as shown in Fig.

24 [31]. At sufficiently high temperature for the considered modulation frequency,

the response is that of a liquid. A fully reversible response to the modulation is calcu-

lated. On cooling, the fast modulation effect is seen to freeze at some temperature,

but a slower effect, due to the underlying cooling rate, freezes more gradually at

lower temperature and gives rise to the enthalpy relaxation on heating at faster heat-

ing rates, as also shown in [31]. Furthermore, within this model, one can make a

quantitative evaluation of the enthalpy relaxation, pointing to the improvement in the
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Fig. 21 Analysis of the glass transition of polystyrene by TMDSC [31]



theory of the glass transition needed before a quantitative analysis of the kinetics of

the glass transition becomes possible.

Analyzing the glass transition of semicrystalline PET, one can see, in addition, a

reduction in the activation energy of the transition and a separation of the glass tran-

sition of the rigid amorphous fraction, RAF [28]. The rigid amorphous fraction was

shown to develop on crystallization, and either has a glass transition below the melt-

ing temperature, or it softens parallel with the melting of the crystals [26].

The most interesting observation is by quantitative TMDSC of semicrystalline,

flexible polymers. They show not only the reversing heat capacity which originates from

incomplete deconvolution, irreversible recrystallization, and instrument lag, but after ac-

counting for all of these non-reversible effects, there remains an apparent excess heat ca-

pacity due to the latent heat of reversible melting [26, 36]. Figure 25 illustrates this point

with a comparison of a standard DSC trace of melt-crystallized polyethylene with a se-

ries of quasi-isothermal TMDSC results. In the latter measurements modulations were
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Fig. 22 Separation of the enthalpy relaxation, data as in Fig. 21

Fig. 23 Separation of the apparent reversing heat capacity, data as in Fig. 21



carried out about a constant base temperature for 20 min or more. After a constant appar-

ent reversing heat capacity was approached, the measurement was begun. In the center of

the melting peak the waiting time had sometimes to be extended, and ultimately extrapo-

lated to infinite time. When all slow irreversible processes had decayed, results as shown

in Fig. 25, and expanded in Fig. 26, were seen. The open symbols in Fig. 26 show a de-

pendence of this reversible melting on the thermal history imparted before the series of

quasi-isothermal runs on heating was undertaken, and the filled circles show that on

cooling from the melt, immediately after crystallization, the reversible melting is less.

Much of the reversible melting material forms only at lower temperature through anneal-

ing. The comparison to the thermodynamic heat capacity derived outside the transition

region shows that the range of this melting is more than 100 K and stretches well into the

range of practical applications of polyethylene. Figure 26 documents also that the frac-

tion of reversible melting at low temperature approaches that of the total melting. Two

explanations have been derived for this reversible melting. One was that this reversible

melting is connected with the earlier observed reversible change in lamellar thickness

[37], which was later connected to the gauche-defect equilibrium, discussed above [22,

26]. The other involves the melting on the crystal growth faces, the reverse of crystalliza-

tion [36]. Both explanations were documented not only with DSC and TMDSC, but also

by time-resolved X-ray scattering [38, 39]. Polymers without mobile defects do not an-

neal to larger fold length below the melting temperature and seem to show mainly

growth-face reversible melting. Furthermore, rather rigid polymers, like polycarbonates

and poly(oxyphenylene)s show little or no reversible melting [26, 40].

Figure 27 shows results of melting experiments on extended-chain paraffins and

chain-folded crystals of large molar mass, crystallized to rather thin lamellar crystals

[5]. These two curves, expressed by the empirical equations in the figure, set the limits

of a whole series of melting points of crystals with one or more folds and their corre-

sponding molecular length [41]. Knowing that sufficiently long sequences of

crystallizable units can crystallize and melt at temperatures that are close to isolated

molecules of the same length [5], one needs only the concept of decoupling of chain
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Fig. 24 Data analysis in terms of ‘hole’ concentrations (data of Fig. 21)



segments in semicrystalline polymers at the phase-boundaries to explain a broad range

of reversible or nearly reversible melting temperatures [42]. This concept of decou-

pling of chain segments is shown schematically in Fig. 28. Reversibility can in this

case be maintained as long as a molecular nucleus remains on the growth face [43].

The application of TMDSC, thus, yields a new picture for semicrystalline poly-

mers. The overall structure is that of a globally metastable aggregate of micro- and

nanophases with most molecules extending across the phase boundaries. The micro-

and nanophases can be crystalline, liquid, or glassy. Mesophases are also possible as

part of the semicrystalline polymer structure, as indicated in Fig. 1. A rigid amor-

phous phase may be separated from the mobile amorphous phase [7]. Within this

non-equilibrium phase structure, reversible processes can occur on the crystal growth

faces or on their fold surfaces. Heating and cooling of such structure is accompanied

by a large variety of processes, extending over wide temperature ranges and encom-
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Fig. 25 Melting of polyethylene by DSC and TMDSC

Fig. 26 Enlargement of the reversing melting by TMDSC shown in Fig. 25



passing irreversible and reversible melting/crystallization, disordering/perfection,

and glass transitions.

The question that remains to be discussed is the possibility of attaining a global

equilibrium of melting and crystallization. Figure 29 shows the DSC and quasi-iso-

thermal TMDSC of extended-chain crystals of polyethylene with a crystallinity close

to one [44]. Such materials can be made by crystallization at elevated pressure into

the hexagonal crystal mesophase [2]. In this phase the initially grown folded-chain

morphology anneals quickly to a close-to-equilibrium structure. Although the crys-

tallization is not an equilibrium path, the final product is in equilibrium. Melting of

these equilibrium crystals occurs at the equilibrium melting temperature if enough

time is allowed to avoid superheating. The reverse of this melting process, however,

is not possible because of the supercooling needed to overcome crystal and molecular

nucleation barriers [43]. In agreement with this long-known behavior [5], Fig. 29
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Fig. 27 Melting temperatures of polyethylene [5]

Fig. 28 Reversible melting of decoupled parts of a flexible macromolecule



shows practically no reversible melting. The minor amount of excess reversible ap-

parent heat capacity has been quantitatively accounted for by the presence of a small

amount of low molar mass polyethylene [44]. The breadth of the melting and

premelting peaks have also been linked to superheating and separation of low molar

mass fractions, respectively. One can conclude that equilibrium crystals of polyethyl-

ene melt irreversibly.

Starting from the well-established equilibrium crystal of short chain paraffins,

TMDSC proves in Fig. 30 that their melting is fully reversible only up to a molar

mass of about 1 000 Da [45]. This mass corresponds to a lamellar thickness of 9.0

nm, or x ≈ 70 in Fig. 30, much less than is needed for the beginning of chain folding.
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Fig. 29 Melting of extended chain, equilibrium crystals of polyethylene by DSC and TMDSC

Fig. 30 Change of melting of paraffins and polyethylene from reversible to irreversible
melting



Conclusions and the Future of Thermal Analysis

The tribulations of thermal analysis in the 20th century are most salient in the stages

of development of quantitative measurement of heat. The DTA was established 100

years ago and showed that it may be possible to measure heat quantitatively. The big-

gest application was unfortunately the analysis of phase transitions via quantitative

determination of the transition temperatures only. Little use was made of quantitative

measurements of heat. With the development of the DSC and the interpretation of

heat capacity in terms of molecular motion, thermal analysis had reached maturity.

Calorimetry could now be done by DSC and, in time, the precision at temperatures

above 200 K approached or exceeded that of the classical adiabatic calorimetry.

Again, despite the great importance of the information that could be generated from

quantitative measurements of heat and its link to molecular motion, the largest vol-

ume of DSC data published followed DTA tradition and remained qualitative.

The biggest application of the DSC was in the field of polymer science (>50%),

and there, it was found that many of the thermal analyses dealt with irreversible pro-

cesses. The invention of a commercial TMDSC provided the ideal tool to distinguish

reversible and irreversible changes. The step from DSC to TMDSC required not only

to keep up calibration and handling of the lag-caused effects to a higher standard, but

now it became also necessary to develop proper analysis methods in form of Fourier

analyses and proper deconvolution of the reversing and total effects. Not only must

questions about instrument lag, steady state, linearity, and calibration be answered,

as understood for DSC, TMDSC needs also to find answers for the effects of fre-

quency and amplitude, stationarity, and multiple harmonics. The thermal analyst

must keep up with all these points, but the successes briefly outlined in the previous

section make this added effort well worth-while.

Perhaps one should look into the future of thermal analysis [46]. Where should the

development of thermal analysis go? There is no question that the largest progress could

be obtained by changing the excessive volume of qualitative data to true calorimetry, fol-

lowed by an interpretation in terms of molecular motion and phase structure. Advances

in other areas is most certainly going to the direct thermal analysis of nanophases and

surfaces that make up much of present-day cutting edge research [47, 48]. In many appli-

cations the actual thermal processes are much faster than is possible to follow with most

DSC and TMDSC. Rates as high as 1 000 K s–1 may be needed for many applications.

Initial efforts are available in this exciting area which also needs further development to

become a quantitative calorimetric technique [49–52].
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